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Introduction

My ongoing CLIL teaching took place at the Primary arts school (hereinafter “PAS”) in

Tisnov (Czech Republic, South Moravian Region) 2012-2016 with pupils of my piano

and organ class.



1. Theoretical framework

• The development of CLIL should be understood as an educational approach which brings

together complementary educational initiatives and socio‐political requirements (Marsh,

2012, p. XI). “Since its emergence in the 1990s, CLIL has revolutionized language teaching

and learning in Europe and is now a staple part of primary, secondary, and tertiary education

in a range of countries” (Xerri, 2015, p. 112). CLIL means a challenge especially for school

practice (Pisova & Kostkova, 2015, p. 80). (For my piano and organ class too.)

• “Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) … has a dual (integrated) aim: learning of

the subject matter – content and learning of the (second/foreign/target) language used as the

medium of instruction for the content” (Trnikova, 2015, p. 45).

• Teachers and pupils use two or more languages in the classroom for communicative purposes

(Elsner & Kessler, 2013, p. 1). English could be thought as a universal international language

(Prucha, 2010, p. 96). But, in generally, a certain pluralism of language education can be seen

as a more useful approach than a monopoly language (ibid., p. 114). It was recommended to

learn two foreign languages from an early age (Barcelona European Council Conclusions,

2002, p. 19).



2. Research sample
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Pupils at the age of 7-18. 

Different preliminary (not only) 
foreign language knowledge and 

skills. 

They chose themselves
a foreign language.

They chose themselves
from 3 to 15 new foreign language
lexical units for each CLIL lesson.



2.1 Choice of languages

(Czech)

German

French

Italian

Russian

Spanish

English

The majority (21 pupils = 75%) chose English,
the minority (7 pupils = 25%) German, Russian, Italian, French or Spanish. 



2.2 My teaching method

Usually, the pupils had studied their chosen foreign languages already before CLIL
at the Primary arts school in Tisnov. However, within CLIL at the mentioned school,
they manifested different preliminary (not only) foreign language knowledge and skills.
At the beginning of CLIL, I universally used a simple teaching method.

Example 1 (in English and German).

The imperative “Play!” (or in German „Spiel!“, etc.) was used (as needed)

a) with a noun (because the pupil always plays something)
with the option to use the question “What are you playing?”
(or in German „Was spielst du?“, etc.), or

b) with an adverb (because the pupil always plays in some way)
with the option to use the question “How are you playing?”

(or in German „Wie spielst du?“, etc.), or

c) with both of them.



PLAY

SOMETHING

SOMEHOW

The single languages were used mutually – either Czech or one or two of the foreign

languages – subordinated to the lesson development from the pianist´s point of view.

The foreign language vocabulary was then gradually extended.

(2.2)



2.3 The objectives of my CLIL teaching

The objectives of the integration were:

1. To maintain the standard level of music (piano or organ) educational results.

2. To communicate (at least) in a simple way in a foreign language, i.e. to put the idea

of multilingualism in practice.

3. To enrich the existing pupil´s foreign language vocabulary with music terminology

as a particular part of his/her multilingual competence (Common European

Framework of Reference for Languages, 2001, p. 135).

4. To enrich (to “europeanize” or “internationalize”) the standard offer of school

education.



2.4 Two easy makers

1. The continual using of the present continuous tense of verbs because of

permanent playing or doing something instantaneously.

2. Except Czech and Russian, the continual using of the definite article with the

nouns because the teacher and/or the pupil play definite (= specific,

unambiguous) things only.

Example 2 (in English): not a scale but the C major scale. And the like.



2.5 Learning materials

The pupils received different dictionaries from me. I compiled my own trilingual

thematic learning dictionaries for the subject “Piano playing as CLIL”:

• Czech – English – German,

• Czech – English – Russian,

• Czech – English – Italian,

• Czech – English – French, and

• Czech – English – Spanish.

I analogically proceeded with dictionaries in my CLIL textbook with English and

German (Vasicek, 2008a). Also for organ playing.

I as a teacher had already previously studied the above mentioned languages in

varying levels of use (most of all English, German and Russian).



3. Research methodology

I used two research methods:

observation and eight-item questionnaire.

The research question sounded:

“Is the integration of the subject of piano playing with communication in a foreign

language (English, German, Russian, Italian, French or Spanish) suitable for the

pupils?”

The question was divided into two items.

• The item 1: “the subject in its integrated form is more attractive for the pupils”.

• The item 2: “the existing form of integration is tolerable for the pupils”.

The five-point Likert scale was used for evaluation universally. The “ideal” scores

would represent 5.0 of Likert scale, the “catastrophic” scores 1.0 of the scale.

The research was conducted in a usual classroom environment.



4. Research conclusions
4.1 From my observation

• My observation showed that the foreign language pupil´s communication reached levels A1

to (only in English, quite extraordinarily) C1 of the CEFR, the Common European Framework

of Reference for Languages (2001; compare the levels on pp. 28-29).

• My above mentioned simple teaching method was almost needless for some grammar school

pupils with their individual foreign language learning experience about 6-10 years. These

pupils could very often communicate within the full range of lexicum (e.g. familiar general

terms) and grammar (e.g. past, present and future tense, conditional mood). However, the

pupils needed to learn some new terms for them – different “technicalities” such as (in

English) “signature”, “clef”, “sonata form”, “exposition”, etc.

• Some pupils stagnated with their personal foreign language vocabularies. Not infrequently,

they were quite satisfied with their individual foreign language levels. I respected the needs of

these pupils – approximately 500 foreign language lexical units (compare “Middle dictionary”

in Vasicek, 2008a, pp. 51-100). The mentioned number seemed to represent a general

motivational pupil´s maximum for more than two decades of my teaching (and learning) CLIL.

But there were many exceptions in both directions.



4.2 From my questionnaire

My questionnaire contained eight items. The median as a measure of central tendency

is less sensitive to outliers than is the mean (compare in Hendl, 2006, p. 94). I used the

measure (median) in evaluation of all the pupils´ responses.

• The item 1 (“the subject in its integrated form is more attractive for the pupils”)

reached “AGREE” (4 points of the five-point Likert scale).

• The item 2 (“the existing form of integration is tolerable for the pupils”) reached

“STRONGLY AGREE” (5 points of the five-point Likert scale).

This time in form of the mean, the answer to the research question reached 4,5 points

of the five-point Likert scale. I rounded it down to 4 “AGREE”. And the research

question “Is the integration of the subject of piano playing with communication in a

foreign language (English, German, Russian, Italian, French or Spanish) suitable for the

pupils?” could be answered “Yes, it is.”



4.3 In sum

The CLIL concept has been functioning.

However, there are many challenges for the future.



5. CLIL challenges for the future
5.1 A challenge for Czech primary arts schools

• There are 469 primary arts school (hereinafter “PAS”) in the Czech Republic
with over 200 000 pupils (Prucha, Walterova & Mares, 2003, p. 308).
(Metaphorically said: each primary arts school impersonates – as far as the
foreign language communication concerns – a virgin waiting for a fairy
prince = for CLIL.)

• At the Primary arts school in Tisnov, the idea of a “CLIL primary arts
school” has a permanent support of the school management. The
European Union seeks to initiate international school projects: in the
school year 2014/2015, the Czech Republic has approved twelve such
projects (Benesova & Vallin, 2015, p. 20). This is a challenge for the Primary
arts school in Tisnov too.



5.1.1 Preliminarily reformulations
of the two lowest CEFR descriptors

There are two levels proposed for pupils of primary schools in the Czech

Republic: A1 and A2 according to the CEFR, the Common European

Framework of Reference for Languages (2001, as cited in Ramcovy vzdelavaci

program pro zakladni vzdelavani, 2005, p. 21).

I have preliminarily reformulated the CEFR descriptors for pupils at the

Primary arts school in Tisnov, namely for the subject “Piano playing as CLIL”

(Vasicek, 2008b, p. 9).



5.2 A challenge for teacher education

• CLIL teacher education constitutes a fundamental part of all teacher education

(Wolff, 2002, p. 107, as cited in Marsh, 2012, p. 106). CLIL teachers need a specific

sensitive type of training that goes beyond the formation of a foreign language

teacher or a subject teacher (Ball, Kelly & Clegg, 2015, p. 273).

• Specialised qualification courses are requested within universities, open and

accessible to enrolled students as well as to practicing teachers and educators

(Report on Learning EU at School, 2015, p. 7).

• The known problem of “corrosion of qualification” (Veteska & Tureckiova, 2008, p.

94) can also relate to foreign language skills of the subject teachers. Putting CLIL

into practice and real CLIL practising could be a sure prevention of the mentioned

phenomenon as well as a new challenge for them.



• In the period 2004-2007, I as lector conducted “tailored” CLIL courses at the

Methodological Centre of the Janacek Academy of Music and Performing Arts in

Brno. These CLIL courses were taken by 83 participants – practising PAS teacher

mostly from the Czech Republic, partly from the Slovak Republic. Most of them

(50 of 83 participants, it means 60% or 3/5) in English, the remaining part (33 of

83 participants, it means 40% or 2/5) in German (for more details, see Vasicek,

2009, p. 3). Another 20 Czech PAS teachers took part in my one-day

CLIL seminars: a half of the teachers (10 of 20 participants, it means 50%) in

English and a half of them in German (for more details, see Vasicek, 2015).

• In the Slovak Republic, a challenge for the future is to establish a net of CLIL

teachers, schools and other educational institutions (Pokrivcakova, 2015, p. 24).

• It also applies to Czech primary arts education. For example, compare an outlined

possible key role of the Czech School Inspectorate (Vasicek, 2010b, chapter 6).

(5.2)



5.3 A challenge for creation
of relatively simple dictionaries

I described my CLIL experience with some new languages (Vasicek, 2013;
Vasicek, 2014). In my opinion, new special heptalingual (English – German –
Italian – French – Spanish – Russian – Czech) dictionaries of different extents
with partial grammar and examples could make many CLIL activities easier. It
would be possible to compile some relatively complete foreign language word
families (of parts of speech). As a (more demanding) model, for example, see
“The Academic Word List” (Coxhead, 2000).

Example 3.

A part of a word family (in English):

to simplify, the simplifying, the simplification,

the simplifier = the simplifying (not simplified!) person,

the female simplifier = the female simplifying (not simplified!) person, etc.



5.3.1 Reduced Bloom´s taxonomy

The Bloom´s taxonomy of learning domains can also be utilized in CLIL
(Benesova & Vallin, 2015, p. 63).

For the CLIL beginners, this taxonomy could temporarily be reduced to a few
words (compare in Vasicek, 2010a, p. 3).



5.4 A challenge for creation
of more sophisticated dictionaries?

5.4.1 Paired synonyms in English
As is generally known, English was influenced by Germanic languages and Latin (via
French). Many “Germanic” and “Latin” synonyms (pairs) are included in English. For
purpose of this paper, we can speak about paired synonyms.

Let us look at a short example from my draft version.

Example 4.
A pair of synonyms in English with a partial selection of their derivations:

(of Germanic origin) to make easier, the easier making, the easier maker, etc.
(of Latin origin) to simplify, the simplifying, the simplifier, etc.

An intended multilingual dictionary should contain some similar synonymous pairs.
The “Germanic” words perhaps rather for non academic use: such as the concept
of Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills – BICS (Cummins, 2000, as cited in
Benesova & Vallin, 2015, pp. 68-69). The “Latin” words (Latinisms) perhaps rather for
academic use: such as the concept of Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency – CALP
(Cummins, 2000, as cited in Benesova & Vallin, 2015, pp. 68-69).
The choice of Latinisms for the intended dictionary should be well reflected.



5.4.2 Paired synonyms in all the above 
mentioned seven languages

As is generally known, the “Latin” words (Latinisms) are included in all the above
mentioned seven languages.

Let us look at a short example from my draft version.

Example 5.
As in English above, the same pair of synonyms in German
with a partial selection of their derivations:

(of German origin) vereinfachen, das Vereinfachen, der Vereinfacher, etc.
(of Latin origin) simplifizieren, das Simplifizieren, der Simplifizierer, etc.

And in a more or less similar way in all the remaining above mentioned languages.

An intended multilingual dictionary should pair the (so to speak) “home” words in all
the above mentioned seven languages with their “Latin” counterparts (Latinisms).



5.4.3 Paired synonyms plus Latin

An intended multilingual dictionary should include the (real) Latin language as

an eighth language.

The dictionary should pair the (so to speak) “home” words in all

the above mentioned seven languages with their “Latin” counterparts

(Latinisms) and, moreover, compare these counterparts with their real Latin

equivalents.



5.4.4 Paired synonyms
plus Latin, Greek and Hebrew

An intended multilingual dictionary should include the (real) Latin language as
an eighth language, the (real) ancient Greek language as a ninth language and
the (real) ancient Hebrew language as a tenth language.

The dictionary should offer similar possibilities as described in the paragraph
5.4.3 above, but in a multiplying way.



However, in the Czech Republic today, there is a minimum of students learning

Latin or Hebrew (Prucha, 2010, p. 123) and probably also Greek.

There is a question whether a today´s primary arts school represents an adequate

environment for teaching CLIL with all the above intended more sophisticated

dictionaries. Of course, I do not think so.

Maybe in some distant future?

(5.4.4)
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